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Stefik and Hanenberg recently published an opinion piece on “methodological irregularities in programming-language research” [1] in IEEE Computer. They criticize programming language (PL) design conferences such as PLDI, OOPSLA, ICFP, and ECOOP for
a lack of “rigorous evidence standards like those in other sciences”—standards such as
randomized controlled trials for evaluating the effectiveness of an intervention. They conclude by calling for the imposition of strict reporting standards in software engineering
conference and journals, like the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT)
statement [2] in medicine and the What Works Clearinghouse (WWC) guidelines [3] in
education.
Stefik and Hanenberg’s recommendations are reasonable, for a certain class of software
engineering research—specifically, for research aiming to show that a given intervention,
such as the adoption of a particular language or technique, has certain economic or
pedagogical benefits. Randomized controlled trials are the gold standard of evidence
for this kind of claim, and repeatability requires careful attention to sample size and
selection, control of confounding factors, and so on. Robust empirical claims require
robust empirical evidence.
However, it is narrow-minded to expect all PL research to follow this empirical pattern. Not all scientific claims concern the effectiveness of an intervention on human
subjects, and so not all papers are suitable targets for standards such as CONSORT and
WWC. In particular, it is perverse to criticize conferences such as ICFP for a “lack [of]
empirical foundation”, when the papers published there mostly do not make empirical
claims. One might as well criticize Einstein [4], Turing [5], and Watson and Crick [6] for
“methodological irregularities”.
There is much more to PL research than empirical claims of the kind that Stefik and
Hanenberg have in mind—for example, mathematical semantics of language features, verification and proof of correctness, type systems to allow the formal statement and certain
properties of programs, static and dynamic analysis to check those properties, systems
building and engineering design, compiler and performance optimizations, implementation techniques, and so on. For a longer discussion, see for example the PL Enthusiast
blog post [7].
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